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1 Introduction
In order to meet the European H2020 energy efficiency objectives in the transport
industry, jet engines and therefore their sub-systems should be improved. The com-
pressor is one of these key sub-systems. Its efficiency largely influences the overall
performances and its stability is critical for obvious security reasons. Unfortunately, it
can be shown by dimensional analysis that in the state space defined by the compres-
sion ratio and the flow coefficient, the operating area providing the highest efficiency
is also close to the surge limit. Close to this limit, fluctuations uncorrelated with the
BPF can be associated with localized unsteady boundary layer separation also denoted
as stall. It has been shown that experimental control techniques can be used to mitigate
these instabilities but such studies are scarce due to the high related cost. In this con-
text, Large Eddy Simulation which is designed to capture the most energyetic turbulent
scales, appears as a promising tool for numerical experiments.
In the context of turbomachines, the description of a tip-clearance flow using LES
has been achieved by You et al.[1], on a cascade configuration with moving end-wall.
Boudet et al.[2] carried-out a LES study on a single airfoil tip-clearance configuration
with a particular interest in the noise generation. In the context of external aerodynam-
ics, the Corner Separation phenomenon has been addressed by Gand et al.[3]. These
studies consistently showed the superiority of LES with respect to RANS.
In the last five years, Large Eddy Simulation of compressor and turbine flows has re-
ceived a lot of attention from various research institutions, confirming its potential for
understanding complex unsteady phenomena responsible for losses such as secondary
flows[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. On this matter, one should mention the detailed review
published by Gourdain et al.[12]. The perspiration of Large Eddy Simulation in the
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industry is slowed down by two main factors. The first factor is its cost, which will
most probably prevent it from entering the desired 24-hours design cycle in the next ten
years. Yet, current research in HPC tries to answer this first point and will eventually
make this tool affordable. The second reason is related to the modeling of turbulent
flows in such geometries. Indeed, the capture of a larger part of the spectrum of fluctua-
tions that LES provides also goes with a larger sensitivity to the numerical and physical
models it relies on. Moreover, even when LES appears to compare favorably with the
available experiments (see for example [13] on a single rotor configuration NASA 37),
measurements are generally limited to averaged data, and detailed validation of LES is
not possible.
This last point represents the main motivation for this study, which proposes to compare
LES results to averaged and unsteady measurements obtained in the realistic configu-
ration of a single rotor. As made clear in this introduction, Large Eddy Simulation still
has to prove its point in the context of turbomachinery flow. This comparison will also
enable to assess the shear-improved Smagorinsky subgrid model developed by Lévêque
et al. [14] in this complex environment in which the entire "zoo" of turbulent structures
are present.
2 Numerical setup
The general setup of the numerical simulation is shown in Figure 1. It represents
one blade passage (1/17th of the full wheel). The hub and shroud are extended upstream
from the rotor in order to let the boundary layers transition into turbulence. As pointed
out by many authors [15, 11] a realistic representation of the incoming turbulent bound-
ary layers is necessary in order for the turbulence to interact with developing structures
around the blades. It was previously noted that it can (i) have a significant effect on
the transition of the boundary layers on the blade and (ii) modify the location of the
inception of the tip-leakage vortex.
2.1 Solver
Large-eddy simulation is carried out using Turb’Flow solver[16]. Turb’Flow uses
a cell-vertex finite-volume discretization on block-structured grids. The turbulent sub-
grid viscosity is modeled using the shear-improved Smagorinsky model (SISM) [14].
A 4-point centered scheme is used for the interpolation of the inviscid fluxes, with a
limited amount of fourth order artificial viscosity (coefficient: 0.0005, tuned according
to [16]). The viscous fluxes are interpolated with a 2-point centered scheme. At the in-
flow, uniform density and velocity are imposed. Static pressure is imposed at the outlet,
with a preservation of the radial equilibrium, and a partially non-reflecting treatment.
Periodicity is used on the lateral boundaries. These conditions are consistent with those
used in [17]. The simulation being an ideal description of the reality (no ingested tur-
bulence, smooth walls...), grid steps are implemented to trip the transition to turbulence
in the boundary layers (hub, casing, and blade surfaces), as explained in [16].
2.2 Mesh
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Figure 1: Schematics of the numerical setup
The computational grid encompasses 240 million nodes. A significant number of
them (55 million) is devoted to the precise description of the hub and casing boundary
layers, which influence the secondary flow structures (corner flow and tip-leakage). On
the blade, the mesh is refined in order to capture the dynamic of the transition of the
turbulent boundary layer without the need of a wall model. Grid sizes at the wall in
wall units are as follow: y+ (perpendicular to the wall) is equal to 1.8 with an expansion
ratio equal to 1.135. x+ and z+ (tangential to the wall) are equal to 40.
2.3 Subgrid-scale modeling
The closure of the LES equations, through the subgrid-scalemodel (SGS), requires a
clear understanding of the physical interactions between the flow scales. Schumann [18]
and Sullivan et al. [19] published pioneering works on this issue. Along the same line
of idea, Shao et al.[20] made explicit from the Reynolds decomposition that the SGS
stress tensor in complex flow simulations encompasses two types of interactions: the
first one occurs between the mean flow (or coherent large structures) and the fluctuat-
ing velocities (=the rapid part of the SGS stress tensor), and the second one deals with
triadic interactions among the fluctuating velocities (=the slow part of the SGS stress
tensor). These two components have radically different properties, and must be mod-
eled accordingly: the rapid part is related to the large-scale anisotropy, while the slow
part is closely related to homogeneous and isotropic dissipative effects. Since these
initial developments, efforts have been put at LMFA and with partners in order to rein-
force the physical foundations of this approach and reduce empiricism in subgrid-scale
modeling. These developments are gathered under the title: "Reynolds Decomposition
Large Eddy Simulation" (ReDLES), whose main steps are:
Cui et al.[21, 22] consider the Kolmogorov equation for filtered velocities and derive
the CZZS model.
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Lévêque et al. [14] use the two-point energy equation derived from the Navier-Stokes
equations (in physical space), i.e. the exact generalized Kolmogorov equation, and in-
troduce the Shear-Improved Smagorinsky Model (SISM).
Cahuzac et al. [23], address a practical point of crucial importance in ReDLES: the
separation between large scales and turbulence (i.e. filtering) at moderate cost. In the
present case, the scale separation is achieved by an exponential smoothing (cut-off fre-
quency: Fc = U/c =213Hz) as described by Cahuzac et al. [23]. In brief, the ReDLES
approach accounts for the mean flow (including the near-wall shear) and the large co-
herent structures (numerous in turbomachines: tip-leakage vortex, corner separation,
etc), in a physically sound manner and at a moderate computational cost.
3 Preliminary results
An instantaneous view of the flow is shown in Figure 2. A vorticity iso-surface is
plotted, colored by axial momentum. The transition to turbulence is clearly observed
on the blade suction side. Turbulence is also vigorous in the casing corner, influenced
by the tip-leakage vortex. The turbulent boundary layers at the hub and casing are still
under transition, which has not yet reached the rotor as no significant vorticity is visible
upstream of the blade passage.
Figure 2: Isosurface of vorticity (Ω ∗ cu = 47)
3.1 Comparison with experimental results
This configuration is the subject of a detailed experimental campaign considering:
• The compressor aerodynamic performances: Rotation speed, mass flow, classical
mean pressure and temperature measurements are used to assure the control of
the inlet and outlet flow conditions.
• Inlet conditions: Experimental investigation will provide the spectral energy dis-
tribution of the turbulence in the end-wall boundary layers and in the free stream
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Figure 3: Evolution of the flow coefficient with respect to the normalized radius at outlet
station (x = xtrailing edge + 0.1 ∗ chord). Experiment: , LES:
region of the inlet flow. A particular care is needed for the description of the
end-wall boundary layers.
• The characterization of the flow structures in the rotor passage: Measurements of
the flow field in the rotor passage will show the structures of the corner separation
and the tip leakage vortex, as well as their interaction, which is very useful for
validating the ReDLES simulation.
Figure 3 presents a comparison of the evolution of the average flow coefficient along
the radial coordinate at an axial position located 10% of the axial chord downstream of
the trailing edge. A reasonable agreement is achieved for normalized radii lower than
0.6. Above this value some discrepancies appear between experimental and numeri-
cal results. These discrepancies are under investigation and could be due to a transient
overestimation of the flow coefficient upstream of the rotor.
Figure 4 presents a qualitative comparison of the flow in the blade passage. For the
LES results, the plane cuts are normal to the blade at the tip. They are designed in order
to follow the development of the tip-leakage vortex. Both experimental and LES views
present a strong tip-leakage vortex with an inception point located at roughly 30% of
the chord. Again the nondimensional velocity is overestimated by LES in the upper part
of the sections when compared to the experiments.
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a) b)
Figure 4: Visualisation of the normalized "normal to plane" velocity in the blade-to-
blade passage: a) Averaged experimental results , b) Instantaneous LES results
4 Concluding remarks
Preliminary results for the comparison of a detailed Large Eddy Simulation of a
rotor passage with experimental measurements are presented. They show qualitative
evidence that LES reproduces the main features of the flow.
Statistical convergence is not reached yet and numerical results are still being gathered
at the time of submission of this extended abstract. A more detailed picture of the
comparison with experimental results will be available for the conference.
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